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Future NASA missions will require solar cells to operate both in regimes closer to the 
sun, and farther from the sun, where the operating temperatures will be higher and lower 
than standard operational conditions. NASA Glenn is engaged in testing solar cells under 
extended temperature ranges, developing theoretical models of cell operation as a function of 
temperature, and in developing technology for improving the performance of solar cells for 
both high and low temperature operation. 
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Nomenclature 
= Air Mass Zero (space sunlight at Earth orbit) 
= Astronomical Units 
= temperature factor (incorporating absorption, emissivity, and Stefan-Boltzmann constant) 
= intensity (W/m2> 
= solar intensity at Earth's distance from the sun, 1 AU 
= Short circuit current 
= dq/dT, the temperature coefficient of the efficiency, K-' 
= Power output from the solar cell (W/m2) 
= distance from the sun (AU) 
= Temperature (K) 
= Open Circuit Voltage 
= net absorptivity, averaged across the incident solar spectrum 
= infrared emissivity, averaged across the thermal spectrum 
= conversion efficiency 
= conversion efficiency at standard temperature of 300K 
= conversion efficiency extrapolated to OK 
= Stefan-Boltzmann constant, 5.67 W/m2K4 
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I. Introduction 
olar arrays are critical to supply power for future NASA missions. Currently-available solar cells are suitable S for commercial missions such as communications satellites, weather satellites, and Earth-orbiting missions, but 

future NASA missions will require solar array operation in extreme temperature environments, both high 
temperature (Mercury orbiter, Venus missions, solar probe) and low temperatures (Mars polar regions, main belt 
asteroids, solar-electric propulsion to outer planets) [ 11. 

11. Missions 
For commercial space missions, temperature is not a potential "showstopper" issue, but for NASA use, 

extending the temperature range of operation is critical to mission success. Achieving high-efficiency and reliable 
operation in these temperature regimes is a difficult technological challenge. Existing solar cells suffer significant 
performance loss at the high temperatures encountered in Mercury orbit and near the sun [2,3], and low temperature 
operation presents a separate problem that is not being addressed elsewhere on high-efficiency cells. NASA Glenn 
is developing methods to test solar cells for operation at temperature extremes, and attempting to develop new 
photovoltaic concepts for high temperature, high solar intensity missions and low-temperature, low intensity 
operation. Figure 1 shows a concept for a near-sun mission. 

In addition to missions to regions close to the sun, such as Solar Probe [4], another possible application of high- 
temperature solar cells is for high-concentration sunlight. One proposed approach to reducing the cost and weight of 
solar arrays is to use a large area Fresnel lens to concentrate light onto a small, high-efficiency solar array. For 
example, figure 2 shows the "Solar Clipper," a proposal for using such a concentrator for a power source for an ion- 
engine vehicle [SI for a Mars mission. In this proposed design, a lightweight inflatable structure holds a 15-meter 
diameter thin-film Fresnel lens. A similar concept has been proposed as a system to collect energy in Earth orbit to 
beam to the surface [6 ] .  

Unfortunately, this system is not practical for existing photovoltaic cells, since the loss of efficiency with 
temperature results in extremely low performance, or else thermal radiators must be employed on the photovoltaic 
panels to reject the waste heat. Analysis of the difficulty of thermal radiators shows that, in general, the increase in 
weight due to the added radiator mass more than offsets the decrease in the solar panel area. However, development 
of a new technology of solar arrays with reduced thermal coefficient could allow such an approach to be successful 

Likewise, NASA has missions into the outer solar system, where solar cells operate at extremely low 
temperatures. Again, this issue is not being addressed by other projects, but is of significant interest to NASA 
missions. In particular, the LILT (Low Intensity, Low Temperature) operating regime was extensively tested on 
silicon cells, [7]. It is less well characterized for newer designs of multi-junction cells, although some recent work 
[8,9,10] has been done. LILT effects are not a fundamental physics issue, but consist of a set of degradation 
mechanisms associated with carrier freeze-out and thermal barriers to conduction. 

Figure 1: Artist's conception of the Solar Probe mission (41, proposed to reach a distance of 4 solar radii from 
the sun 
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Figure 2. “Solar Clipper,” a conceptual design of the use of large area, lightweight Fresnel lenses to 
concentrate light onto small solar arrays to provide electrical power for an ion-engined Mars vehicle (Artist’s 
conception by Pat Rawlings for NASA). 

For potential NASA missions to Mars and beyond, it will be desirable to test both existing cell types and also 
possible advanced designs in order to determine whether LILT degradations mechanisms are to be found in new cell 
designs, and what technology solutions might be used to address any such problems found. Beyond the screening of 
cells, it would be desirable to identify what cell design approaches could be used specifically to enhance 
performance under low temperature and low illumination conditions. 

Finally, while missions to near-sun environments may have a high operating temperature during the actual 
science part of the mission (e.g., encountering the sun), the mission will still originate at Earth orbit. It would be 
desirable to develop cells that can operate during the full mission. Thus, an extended temperature range cell that 
will perform well at both high and low temperature is an ultimate goal of this program. 

111. High-Temperature Solar Cells 

A. Solar Cell Operating Temperature and Efficiency 
If future missions designed to probe environments close to the sun will be able to use photovoltaic power 

generation, solar cells that can function at high temperatures, under high light intensity, and high radiation 
conditions must be developed. The significant problem is that solar cells lose performance at high temperatures. 

The operating temperature of a solar cell depends on fourth root of the incident intensity, as well as the ratio of 
solar absorptivity alpha (a)  to thermal emissivity epsilon (E). According to radiative balance, if I is the incident 
intensity, the thermal radiation from the cell must equal the absorbed solar radiation: 

where T is the operating temperature in absolute (Kelvin) units, and the subscripts f and r indicate the emissivity 
from the front and rear sides of the cell, to account for the fact that the cell can radiate waste heat away from both 
front and back sides (E, should be left out for a cell with no back-side radiation). For convenience, here we define 
the absorptivity a as the net energy absorption, incorporating a factor of (1-q) to account for the fact that the 
fraction of incident energy that is converted to electricity is not absorbed by the cell. Thus the equilibrium operating 
temperature T is 

a1 = ( E f + E r ) d  (1) 

T = [(Ct/((EfkT)C3))I]”4 = C 

c = [a / ( (~ f t s~)o)]”~ ( 3 )  

( 2 )  
where the constant c is defined as 

Note that since front and back side of the cell need not have identical radiative properties in the infrared, the 
value of E is the average of front and back side properties. 

The intensity depends on distance from the sun: 
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I = Io/r2 (4) 

k = dqidT (5 )  

p = (r300K + kAT) 1 (6) 

where Io is the solar intensity at Earth's distance from the sun, one astronomical unit (AU), and distance r is 
measured in AU. A solar cell's (unnormalized) thermal coefficient of efficiency is defined as 

and the power at a temperature T can be compared to the power output from a reference temperatwe, typically 27C 
(300K) by a linear extrapolation: 

In general, the thennal coefficient is negative, corresponding to decrease in performance with increasing 
temperature. It is composed of separate parts corresponding to the change in short circuit current, open circuit 
voltage, and fill-factor of the cell. Of these, the coefficient of open-circuit voltage is typically the largest 
contribution [ 113. The thermal coefficient is not a constant, but varies slightly with both intensity and temperature 
[12], however, these variations are typically small in the operational range of interest, and can be ignored in a first- 
level analysis. 

From this, the power output from a cell is as a nonlinear function of the intensity. Defining qo as the efficiency 
linearly extrapolated to OK, which is calculated from the efficiency at 27C as 

q o =  q300K - 300 (8) 

(7) 
we get 

Figure 3 shows the curve of power out as a function of temperature for two example cell technologies. Note 
that this curve is concave downward, since the thermal coefficient of efficiency k is generally negative. For any 
given solar cell technology, there exists an incident intensity above which the solar cell output decreases with 
increased intensity. In the linear model of equation 7, this temperature is 

SI4 P = I (qo + kT) = I (qo + kc = I qo + kc I 

Ipeak-output = (-%w4 (8) 
Since k is negative, and decreases in magnitude as bandgap increases, photovoltaic cells from wide bandgap 

materials can operate at higher intensity (and hence higher temperatures) than cells from narrow-bandgap materials. 
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Figure 3: Curve of power output (normalized) as a function of intensity, assuming linear temperature 
coefficient and temperature increase as the fourth root of intensity, comparing a high-efficiency silicon solar 
cell with a wide-bandgap solar cell. 
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B. Approaches to Solar Arrays for Near Sun Missions 
Approaches to solar arrays for near-sun missions include modifying any of the terms governing temperature or 

efficiency of the cell: I, the incident intensity, a, the absorption or &,the emissivity of the cell, or k, the temperature 
coefficient. Possible approaches include: 

0 High epsilodlow alpha coatings 

0 Spectrally-selective reflective coatings 

0 Array off-pointing: array points at angle to sun 
Partially-populated array (with inissing cells replaced with mirrors) 

Solar cells designed to operate at high temperature @e., low thermal coefficient k) 

0 

Active cooling techniques, such as use of solid-state refrigerators, in general require more power to operate than 
the resultant gain in efficiency. 

For example, the "MESSENGER" mission, just launched to orbit Mercury, has designed an array with mirrored 
panels covering 15% of the front surface of the array. This approach is used to reflect away most of the incident 
solar energy to limit the operating temperature and avoid destroying the array. While this is one solution to the 
problem, this does not optimally use the solar energy, and it would be desirable to develop solar cells that can 
perform well at high temperatures, rather than developing techniques to reduce the temperature at the price of 
reduced performance. 

C. High Temperature Solar Cell Development 
While reducing the amount of solar energy incident onto the array is one approach, it would be most desirable to 

manufacture cells which have high performance even at elevated temperature. Solar cells decrease in efficiency 
with temperature. Loss of open circuit voltage (Voc) with increasing temperature, due to increase in dark current 
[2,11], contributes the majority of the change in efficiency. Fill factor variation in general follows the open circuit 
variation. A small variation of short circuit current (Isc) with temperature is primarily due to the change in bandgap 
energy with temperature. As the cell heats up, the bandgap decreases, and hence the cell responds to longer 
wavelength portions of the spectrum, and therefore the short circuit current actually increases with temperature. 
Hence, the Isc variation term is roughly proportional to the incident spectral intensity at wavelengths near the band 
edge. 

Since the Voc variation with temperature is roughly the same for cells of different bandgap, while the actual Voc 
increases with bandgap, the normalized temperature coefficient, llq dy/dT (corresponding to the fractional loss in 
power from the array per degree IC), increases directly with bandgap. From this a theoretical maximum operating 
temperature can be computed as a function of bandgap, where the maximum operating temperature is defined as the 
temperature at which the efficiency, extrapolated from the linear temperature coefficient, drops to zero. 

However, since the photon flux from the sun decreases at high photon energies, an optimum bandgap exists for 
each temperature. Figure 4 [from ref. 31 shows this theoretical optimum bandgap as a function of temperature for 
two different models, one using the theoretical ideal solar-cell fill factor, and a second model assuming a maximum 
of 0.8 fill factor. Clearly, high bandgap materials are needed to operate at elevated operating temperatures. 

Solar cells made from wide bandgap compound semiconductors are an obvious choice for such an application. 
In order to aid in the experimental development of high-temperature solar cells, we have initiated a program 
studying the theoretical and experimental photovoltaic performance of wide bandgap materials. In particular, we 
have been investigating the use of GaP [13], S ic  [14,15], and GaN materials for space solar cells. 

In addition to the reversible loss of theoretical performance with temperature, solar array operation at high 
temperature needs to avoid irreversible degradation leading to destruction of the arrays. 
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Figure 4. Theoretical optimum bandgap as a function of operating temperature, for models with fixed and 
variable fill-factor [3] 

Effects that produce irreversible performance loss include: 
Ohmic contact degradation 
Dopant diffusion 
Compound semiconductor degradation 
Interconnect-related failure 
Coverglass debonding 
Array structural degradation. 

Technologies to deal with these problems have been developed under other programs [16-171. A major 
challenge with producing high temperature photovoltaics is the fabrication of contacts to the substrate material. 
Figure 5 shows a S ic  solar cell fabricated are designed for use at 600 "C, with TiSiz contacts fabricated using a 
polysilicon deposited by chemical vapor deposition, that is stable at high temperatures. 

Figure 5. Digital picture showing a completed SIC solar cell with TiSi top grid contact. 

IV. Conclusions 
High-temperature operation of solar cells is of interest to future NASA missions. Technology solutions such as 

off-pointing can reduce operating temperature, but also reduce power from the array. New solar cells that can 
operate at high temperature are desirable; this requires development of high bandgap semiconductors. A program to 
develop cells for high temperature operation, including investigation of GaInP, GaN, S ic  and GaP cells, is in 
progress. 
Achieving satisfactory operating lifetime at high temperature is an issue that has not yet been addressed in detail. 
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